Multiple species effects in agent-based models can resolve stand-offs and obstacles to model systems that are evolving towards a long term static or dynamic equilibrium. The Schelling model of segregation is simulated using a range of different individual agent species. The agents are found to form complex spatial structures as they selforganise to maximise their segregation. We implement a custom simulation code to explore a large range of numbers of agent species. We describe various measures of complexity such as the bulk agent satisfaction fraction, the agent membership of the largest community, and the number of separate community clusters, that can all be used to locate the phase transition in the satisfaction parameter for various geometric configurations of the model. We report on systems of up to ten separate agent species on square, triangular and hexagonal lattices and also discuss implications of reversing the sense of the agent satisfaction to promote anti-ferromagnetic structures.
Introduction
The Schelling model of segregation [36] is one of a number of quantifiable sociological phenomenological models [37] such as the voter and opinion systems [16, 21, 38] and the Axelrod cultural dissemination [17] that have generated recent interest in applications of agentbased modelling (ABM).
The Schelling model allows a semi quantitative investigation of racial and population segregatory systems and has attracted increasing interest since it has become feasible in recent years to model realistically sized agent systems through computer simulations of social systems [6] . Phenomena such as political compromises [29] , promotion of particular ideas [30] , corporate promotions [31] , policy interventions [26] and more general social dynamics [39] are all amenable to such models as well as the spatial segregation [34] effects modelled by the original Schelling system.
There are various Schelling-like models [40] reported in the literature and which have been used to model and study effects including various social aspects [9] such as the housing system [8] and market [23] in the USA [12] where ghetto-ization is common [10] .
Generally these sociological systems are complex systems [28] with complex network or geometries involved. However the Schelling system has been most widely studied on simple square lattice systems. In such a regime it can be compared to other models that exhibit phase transitions such as the Ising [22] or Potts [20, 33] models [27] . Work has been reported on the effect of geometry and neighbourhood size on the Schelling model [18] ; on the role of finite system size effects [7] ; on the system dimensionality [5] and geometry [32] ; as well as the scaling properties [11] ; and of hierarchical system-of-system effects [3] within Schelling systems.
Attempts have been made to unify of the various Schelling-like system models [1, 14] within a mathematical framework [35] but is has proved hard to establish completely the phase diagram [13] . In practice much work has compared visual observations from small to medium sized simulations of the Schelling system with real world sociological phenomena [4] .
In this present work we introduce multiple agent species into the Schelling system. Figure 1 shows some model system snapshots of agents segregating under the Schelling model dynamics after 2000 model time steps since a random initialisation. The agents are coloured and a range of different number of included agents are shown from 2 to 9 separate species.
Work is reported on the effect of agent vision distance in the Schelling model [25] but although like most reported work we follow Zhang [40] and use a global agentswapping mechanism to allow agents to move around, we do also investigate the effect of constrained local neighbour movements. We also explore the effect of reversing the agent segregation satisfaction parameter to make agents try to avoid their own species rather than seek it out.
Our article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we summarise the Schelling segregation model and describe our algorithm for implementing multiple agent species. We present a selection of visual snapshots of the model as well as some measured quantities including satisfaction fraction, size of largest community and number of distinct communities in Section 3. We offer a discussion of the effects of the different geometries, the effect of global or local dynamics and a reversal of the satisfaction parameter in Section 4. Finally in Section 5 we offer some concluding remarks and areas for further study.
Schelling Simulation Model
We summarise the Schelling model as we implement it in Algorithm 1 and the multi species variant is established by initialising each site on the spatial lattice uniformly with equal probability of any one of the Q different agent species allowed. In this present work we aim to explore the effect of different numbers of species, so Q itself is a parameter. Hawick [18] reports different boundary conditions on the Schelling model as having straightforward effects, so in in our work we restrict ourselves to periodic boundaries -this means all agent sites experience a similar spatial symmetry and simplifies the simulation implementation.
choose lattice size, shape, eg square 256 2 choose neighbourhood N eg Nearest, Next-Nearest, Moore. choose number of different species Q for all runs, eg 10 or 100 do initialise N sites randomly, p = 1/Q for all steps, eg 2,000 do for all sites i ∈ N do choose another site j ∈ N, j = i for all neighbours of i and j do compute satisfaction of agents i and j if both unsatisfied then i j end if end for end for record measurements end for end for normalise averaged measurements In the Schelling system, an agent is deemed to be unsatisfied if the number of same-species agents n s in its local neighbourhood N is less than τ |N |. The satisfaction fraction τ varies 0 <= τ <= 1 and can be studied systematically although for a discrete lattice there are only a finite number of discrete threshold values of possible n s values. The neighbourhood size |N | is also readily varied for study by adopting different neighbourhoods such as nearest-neighbour wit h|N | = 4; next-nearest also with |N | = 4; Moore neighbourhood with |N | = 8.
A subtle issue is whether agents move locally or globally. This manifests itself in the choice of j which agent i considers swapping with. The choice is either a completely random j = i or a local j that is restricted to the immediate neighbourhood of i. We discuss this issue further in Section 4.
Simulation Results
The model can be implemented on a number of lattice geometries. We focus mainly on the square periodic lattice and snapshots for this are shown in Figure 2 . The tableaux of images shows how the system varies when more species are added (vertically) and four values of the satisfaction parameter τ (horizontally). Figure 2 shows how a two species system separates out more obviously and speedily as the strength of the satisfaction parameter is increased. Essentially this is a surface to volume ration driven process. The higher τ the more the species are keen to separate out. To maintain some means of comparison between different parameters and geometries we show all the snapshots at a fixed time of 2000 steps -where each agent has had two chances -on average -to swap with a randomly selected agent on a pair site. It appears that while there is systemic variation in attainable clump size with increasing number of species Q the change is not obviously dramatic changing at any particular Q. However there is a clear phase transition in the satisfaction parameter τ that occurs somewhere between 0.600 and 0.625 for the square lattice.
We can investigate this transition further by studying other lattice geometries such as the triangular and hexagonal lattice. We adopt the convention common in the literature that the triangular lattice has 3 neighbours and the hexagonal lattice has 6 -although in other communities such as solid state physics, the reverse convention is used. This arises since the triangular and hexagonal lattices are mutual adjoint structures -swapping nodes for arcs in the graph generates the alternative structure. the square lattice is of course its own adjoint lattice [24] .
We render the triangular and hexagonal systems as rectilinear images -for periodic lattices with lattice lengths that are multiples of two, this is the simplest way to capture the images, and works by using a zig-zag parallelogramlike mapping of cells to pixels. Figure 3 shows the corresponding tableaux for a hexagonal system and Figure 4 shows the triangular system. We see that again there is systemic variation with the number of agent species but that the phase transition in τ is shifted from the value for the square lattice. Figure 3 shows the hexagonal lattice has moved the transition in satisfaction parameter τ somewhat above the square lattice value. Figure 4 shows that the triangular lattice with its fewer neighbours is effectively similar to the square lattice at very low < 0.5 values of satisfaction parameter τ . Only at τ > 0.8 does the triangular lattice support species clumping and significant segregation for high numbers of species. The highly mixed small domain regimes at all the sampled numbers of agent species persists until the satisfaction parameter is high enough to overcome the small coupling due to low numbers of neighbours in the lattice.
The snapshots give good indications of what transitions the model exhibits but it is necessary to record some metrics that can be plotted in order to locate the transitions more precisely.
One useful metric is the fraction of satisfied agents or cells in the system as a whole. This can be averaged over several independent runs and for different times. For ease of comparison between geometries and numbers of species we have measured the satisfied fraction f s at fixed time of 2000 steps. Figure 5 shows f s plotted as a surface plot when satisfaction parameter τ and number of distinct agent species Q are varied. To aid visibility of the structure of these surface plots, we plot increasing Q from back to front, but we plot increasing satisfaction parameter τ from right to left.
We show the results of three experiments in each of these surface plots. On the right we show results for the long-distance agent movement variation of the Schelling model on a square periodic Moore neighbourhood system. In the middle we show the somewhat subtle variation that arises when we constrain agent movements to swaps with one of heir immediate neighbouring sites, and on the right we show a variation of the model with the sense of the satisfaction parameter reversed -discussed in Section 4.
We first consider the long-range model. Figure 5 (left) shows that for low satisfaction parameter there is a slow and smooth decrease in f s with increasing number of agent species. Generally the increased diversity makes it harder to accommodate local communities of the same species. This difficulty increases with higher values of the satisfaction parameter and sharp cliffs appear in the surface at around τ ≈ 0.6 and also again around τ ≈ 0.75 and τ ≈ 0.85. These correspond to the discrete numbers of neighbours that can be aligned or unaligned before a particular local community structure is supportable or not by the particular lattice geometry. A great deal of noise and detailed conflicts arise in this metric. A property that can be pulled out for examination is the size of the largest cluster of like-like agents in the model. This is generally obtained by using a component labelling [15] and size histogramming approach. A sweeping algorithm [19] is sufficient for a lattice-based model and can label all the member agents in each connected community sufficiently fast that we can still average results over at least 10 independent model runs. Figure 6 (left) shows the fraction f max of cells that are members of the largest cluster. This metric is again plotted as a surface plot and shows a smoother variation but with clear transitions at the same τ values indicated above. Figure 6 shows a general smooth trend of falling size of the largest cluster with increasing number of speciesas one might expect, but with clear shoulders and cliffs at transitional values of the satisfaction parameter τ .
A variant of this metric, is the number of separate disconnected agent communities or clumps when the two parameters τ, Q are varied as before. Figure 7 (left) shows this variation but to aid visibility has the number of species plotted increasing to the back and τ increasing to the right. We see a relatively smooth rise in the number of separate cluster communities with rising number of agent species as might be expected statistically. However we also see sharp cliffs for transitional values of τ .
Discussion
An open question concerns the precise nature of the agent movements in the model. Work by Hawick and others have used a selection of the trial pairs that is completely arbitrary -similar to the sociological situation of human households swapping with arbitrarily located other households. If the model is constrained so that agents can only move locally -that is can only swap with one of their immediate neighbours, one might expect the model to behave differently but it is not obvious from visual inspections of the model images.
However, subtle changes do manifest themselves in the surface plots of the metrics. In the regime of just two agent species, the fraction of satisfied agents is generally lowered overall for the local model for similar time-steps. This lowering also occurs in the case of high numbers of species in the sensitive satisfaction parameter regime of τ < 0.6. Both these are almost certainly an effect of the faster system relaxation times that arise when the pair wise swap selection of site is global.
The system is able to find and more rapidly reach a regime where more agents are satisfied. This is generally borne out by the behaviours of the fraction of agents in the largest cluster (middle plot of Figure 6 ) which shows a flatter surface landscape for the local model than the global one. The humps and cliffs in the "interesting" parameter spaces have not developed as fast for the local model as for the global one. The number of cluster communities shown in the middle plot of Figure 7 also shows slower relaxation effects, particularly for large numbers of agent species.
Another variation of the model is to invert the species satisfaction mechanism and to explore an "antiferromagnetic" variation. Many models of phase transition such as the Ising [22] or Heisenberg [2] models have contrasting behaviour in the anti-ferromagnetic regimes, where the parameter has the inverse sense. In the case of the Schelling model, the agents can be made to be dis-satisfied if they are near like species and the maze like structure shown in Figure 8 appears for the square geometry system.
We only show Q = 2, 3, 4 as for higher values there is no discernible structure. This is likely due to the statistical unlikelihood of agents being able to form geometric structures of locally different species. While it is possible for low Q at high Q the geometry cannot support them. It is an interesting question whether higher dimensional lattice or geometries could support order at higher Q values. Figure 8 shows the anti-ferromagnetic variation of the Schelling model on periodic Moore neighbourhood for a square lattice. We also plotted the satisfaction fraction, largest community cluster size and number of communities for the anti-ferromagnetic model variant in the right hand side of Figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively. We see that the satisfaction parameter -which now has the opposite sense shows much simpler variation and with a noisy surface reflecting the difficulty agents have in forming interleaving layers as Q rises. We also see only smooth variation in the size of the largest clusters but do see transitions in the numbers of communities at quite different τ values than those of the conventional model. 
Conclusion
We have experimented with multiple agent species variants of the Schelling segregation model on various lattices and geometries and have also explored the effect of local or global agent migration mechanisms and positive or negative agent segregatory satisfactions.
We have seen how the lattice has an important effect on the behaviour due to the satisfaction being linked to the number of achievable neighbouring agents of the same type. The satisfaction parameter consequently has distinct and definite phase transitional values for the different lattice arrangements based on the number of neighbours available.
Generally the main characteristics of the multispecies model are that the system shows a smooth monotonic increase in the community sizes supported when the number of species is increased. This continues up to the point where there are insufficient neighbours in the supported geometry to allow sufficient coupling to the satisfaction parameter for disorder to be overcome.
A related effect is seen when we invert the sense of the satisfaction and the striated maze-like structures where agents try to minimize contact with their own species is visible when there are just a few species present. When larger numbers of species are involved it is simple for a random mixing to give rise to suitable separation without recourse to such striated structures.
There is scope for further work on longer simulation times to investigate whether the local site swapping model eventually establishes similar community structure sizes as the faster global site swapping model. It may be necessary to simulate larger model systems than those reported to compare the very long term system behaviours.
In summary, introducing multiple species into the Schelling segregation model has further established the importance of the number of neighbouring sites supported by the lattice geometry in locating the satisfaction parameter phase transitions and has shown how a systematic variation in agent species arises. These effects may be useful in further studies comparing with other sociological models or with observed phenomena in real-world sociological data sets.
